Play-by-Play Summary (1st period)
Clemson vs Notre Dame (09/13/19 at South Bend, UNITED S)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clemson Starters:</th>
<th>Notre Dame Starters:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MID 6 Dieterich, Tanner</td>
<td>MID 7 Casey, Jack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWD 10 Nunez, Adrian</td>
<td>GK 1 Turnbull, Duncan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF 5 Mbaye, Malick</td>
<td>DEF 17 Farrelly, Senan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWD 9 Smith, Kimarni</td>
<td>MID 3 Farina, Spencer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF 4 Malou, Justin</td>
<td>DEF 18 Meyer, Townsend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GK 31 Marks, George</td>
<td>FWD 10 McFadden, Aiden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF 15 Asensio, Charlie</td>
<td>MID 29 Omar, Mohamed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MID 8 Fernandez-Salvador,</td>
<td>FWD 27 Lynn, Jack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWD 25 Brighton, James</td>
<td>DEF 15 Abualnadi, Mohammad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEF 3 Agren, Oskar</td>
<td>FWD 22 Aschieris, Ian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MID 20 Mayaka, Phillip</td>
<td>MID 5 Dumas, Felicien</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

00:00 Start of 1st period [00:00].
00:00 Marks, George at goalie for Clemson.
00:00 Turnbull, Duncan at goalie for Notre Dame.
00:00 U substitution: Barber, Grayson for Nunez, Adrian.
00:00 D substitution: Coleman, Patrick for Farrelly, Senan.
00:00 U substitution: Robinson, Robbie for Smith, Kimarni.
01:03 Shot by U Brighton, James BLOCKED.
01:44 Corner kick by U [01:44].
02:12 Shot by U Robinson, Robbie WIDE.
05:55 GOAL by U Robinson, Robbie (FIRST GOAL), Assist by Mayaka, Phillip, goal number 5 for season.

**CLEMSON 1, NOTRE DAME 0**

10:19 Foul on Notre Dame Omar, Mohamed [10:19].
19:14 Foul on Clemson Robinson, Robbie [19:14].
19:46 Shot by D Coleman, Patrick BLOCKED.
19:50 Corner kick by D [19:50].
21:56 GOAL by D Dumas, Felicien, goal number 2 for season.

**CLEMSON 1, NOTRE DAME 1**

23:09 Foul on Notre Dame McFadden, Aiden [23:09].
24:26 Foul on Notre Dame Farina, Spencer [24:26].
24:53 Shot by U Robinson, Robbie BLOCKED.
27:05 Foul on Clemson Barber, Grayson [27:05].
27:25 U substitution: Smith, Kimarni for Brighton, James.
27:51 Shot by U Barber, Grayson BLOCKED.
27:57 Corner kick by U [27:57].
28:46 Foul on Clemson Robinson, Robbie [28:46].
30:13 Foul on Notre Dame Abualnadi, Mohammad [30:13].
30:53 Foul on Notre Dame Omar, Mohamed [30:53].
31:54 Foul on Clemson Barber, Grayson [31:54].
32:34 Shot by U Robinson, Robbie WIDE.
32:45 D substitution: Rea, John for Lynn, Jack.
32:45 D substitution: Shea, Tyler for Aschieris, Ian.
33:02 U substitution: Nunez, Adrian for Barber, Grayson.
33:26 Foul on Clemson Nunez, Adrian [33:26].
35:56 Offside against Clemson.
38:29 Shot by U Malou, Justin BLOCKED.
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38:34 Corner kick by U [38:34].
39:27 GOAL by U Smith, Kimarni, goal number 6 for season.

CLEMSON 2, NOTRE DAME 1

43:59 Foul on Notre Dame Abualnadi, Mohammad [43:59].
44:51 Shot by U Fernandez-Salvador, BLOCKED.
45:00 End of period [45:00].
00:00 D substitution: Pellegrino, Michael for Coleman, Patrick.
00:00 D substitution: Aschieris, Ian for McFadden, Aiden.
00:00 U substitution: Dieterich, Tanner for McNeill, Quinn.
00:00 U substitution: Brighton, James for Nunez, Adrian.
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45:00 Start of 2nd period [45:00].
47:18 GOAL by U Smith, Kimarni, Assist by Agren, Oskar, goal number 7 for season.

**CLEMSON, NOTRE DAME 1**

50:06 Foul on Notre Dame Aschieris, Ian [50:06].
50:06 Yellow card on D Aschieris, Ian.
50:06 Foul on Notre Dame Omar, Mohamed [50:06].
51:08 Corner kick by U [51:08].
52:11 Foul on Notre Dame Omar, Mohamed [52:11].
52:31 Foul on Clemson Mbaye, Malick [52:31].
53:24 Foul on Clemson Dieterich, Tanner [53:24].
53:24 Yellow card on U Dieterich, Tanner.
53:24 D substitution: Giacobello, Ben for Omar, Mohamed.
54:21 Foul on Clemson Fernandez-Salvador, [54:21].
55:14 Shot by D Rea, John, SAVE Marks, George.
56:29 Foul on Notre Dame Shea, Tyler [56:29].
56:51 Foul on Clemson Robinson, Robbie [56:51].
57:17 D substitution: Omar, Mohamed for Giacobello, Ben.
59:10 Shot by U Brighton, James WIDE.
60:09 GOAL by U Dieterich, Tanner, Assist by Mayaka, Phillip, goal number 1 for season.

**CLEMSON, NOTRE DAME 1**

60:09 D substitution: McFadden, Aiden for Shea, Tyler.
60:09 U substitution: Barber, Grayson for Shea, Tyler.
60:59 GOAL by D Lynn, Jack, goal number 4 for season.

**CLEMSON, NOTRE DAME 2**

61:01 Yellow card on D Dumas, Felicien.
62:15 Foul on Clemson Robinson, Robbie [62:15].
63:33 U substitution: McNeill, Quinn for Fernandez-Salvador,.
66:00 Foul on Clemson Agren, Oskar [66:00].
69:03 D substitution: Coleman, Patrick for Dumas, Felicien.
69:29 U substitution: Nunez, Adrian for Robinson, Robbie.
70:55 Foul on Notre Dame Meyer, Townsend [70:55].
72:09 Foul on Notre Dame Omar, Mohamed [72:09].
73:17 Shot by U Nunez, Adrian WIDE.
75:01 Corner kick by D [75:01].
75:25 Shot by D Omar, Mohamed, SAVE Marks, George.
76:11 Foul on Clemson Asensio, Charlie [76:11].
76:33 Foul on Notre Dame Omar, Mohamed [76:33].
77:12 Shot by U Mbaye, Malick, SAVE Turnbull, Duncan.
77:40 U substitution: Robinson, Robbie for Nunez, Adrian.
77:49 D substitution: Giacobello, Ben for Casey, Jack.
78:52 Foul on Clemson McNeill, Quinn [78:52].
80:33 Foul on Clemson Dieterich, Tanner [80:33].
81:30 Shot by U Mayaka, Phillip WIDE.
82:11 Foul on Clemson Dieterich, Tanner [82:11].
82:28 Corner kick by D [82:28].
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83:06 U substitution: Fernandez-Salvador, for Mayaka, Phillip.
84:06 Foul on Notre Dame McFadden, Aiden [84:06].
85:42 Corner kick by D [85:42].
86:10 Foul on Notre Dame Coleman, Patrick [86:10].
87:46 Offside against Clemson.
88:42 Foul on Notre Dame Coleman, Patrick [88:42].
88:50 Foul on Notre Dame Coleman, Patrick [88:50].
89:35 Foul on Notre Dame Coleman, Patrick [89:35].
90:00 End of period [90:00].

CLEMSON 4, NOTRE DAME 2